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Mentoring is a brain 
to pick, an ear to 
listen, and a push in 
the right direction.  

John C. Crosby

A Bersin by Deloitte research study 
revealed that organizations that 
are effective at coaching are:130% 
more likely to have strong business 
results & 33% more effective at 
engaging employees.

“

The delicate balance of mentoring 
someone is not creating them 
in your own image, but giving 
them the opportunity to create 
themselves. 

Stephen Spielberg

“



What went well over the last 2 years? 
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“Tactics without strategy is 
just disorganised noise.”
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ENABLE

ENABLE
12 MONTH COACHING
£4,000* 

“ENABLE” allows you to personally stand back, reflect and consider your 
current focus and personal goals. It has been specifically designed to help 
entrepreneurs and business owners look at building their own personal 
capability. Ideal for those seeking some one on one time to improve personal 
skills and develop a leadership mindset.

The coaching is very much set around your objectives; 
helping you to remove barriers and achieve your targeted 
goals. 

•   Reflect on the goals you want to achieve in the next 12 
months

•  Understand what you can do to achieve them

•   Discover how you are limiting yourself and how to 
overcome these barriers

BENEFITS:  

Deliver better commercial results
Increase sales pitch conversions
Maximise high potential employees
Move from operationally managing the business to strategically 
managing it
Establish additional leadership skills for growth
Motivate and leverage the workforce
Manage change and adapt to change
Improve your performance
Deal with difficult situations
Developing a personal brand and improve your image•Payable in monthly instalments, Plus VAT
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Transforming you and your business?

PRIORITISING THE RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS, 
CHALLENGING THE ANSWERS

FINANCIAL PLANNING AND 
STABILITY

CONFIDENCE PROVIDE CLARITY 
AND FOCUS

Ann will help keep you sharp and provide  you 
with the right support when you make those high 
impact decisions. Using her collaborative style, 

she will help you grow as an individual too.

Ann is adept at being able to offer solutions or 
strategies you might not have considered, or 
push you out of your comfort zone so you can 

take your business to the next level.

When your head is buried in the detail, or you’re 
managing so many issues, a business coach 
is experienced in working with companies to 
help them plan their finances in a smart and 

beneficial manner.

Ann will help you streamline operations help you 
prioritise processes – for example, which target 
market to focus on or which investor is the right 

one, much faster and more efficiently.

Ann has built a reputation for asking 
great questions that challenge you to think 

critically about your business. She can bring a 
new perspective and ask higher level questions 
that help you focus on the critical aspects you 

need to deploy.
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About Ann Holman Ann has a 25 year career of working both in her own company 
and within a corporate environment with both PwC and 
Accenture. She helps build stronger companies by helping 
business owners and entrepreneurs examine and improve their 
career/business to achieve their highest potential that results in 
extraordinary success.

She has worked with hundreds of growing SMEs and businesses 
in the first throes of gearing up for growth. Her ability to bring 
wisdom to the most pressing issues and facilitate problem solving 
is well renowned amongst her clients. She brings a wealth and 
depth of knowledge to the complexities of growing a business. 
Ann provides a structured, supportive and progressive approach 
full of empathy and realism.

Every client is unique 

Trust 

Confidential

Every session is 100% bespoke 

An understanding of tech and digital

Every programme is designed to align your individual goals with 
your company’s commercial goals to guarantee a return on 
investment

Access to Ann’s network where required



Having spent time with Ann on our 
strategy, we were really impressed 
by how insightful her comments 
were and how able she was to spot, 
on the go, points/angles we’ve not 
considered before. She guided us 
through the change, with her typical 
patience, humour and business 
wisdom that left us walking away with 
a clear idea of what/where/why and 
a sense of a strengthened passion 
and direction for our business.

Andrew Famer, MyOxygen

“
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What went well over the last 2 years? 
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ANN HOLMAN
Director, Mentor & NED

M: 07739 695560
W: www.annholman.co.uk

T: @annholman
L: linkedin.com/in/annholmanco


